Spindle First:
Tightening spindles for ring exchange –
Maintenance without downtime

Regular inspection and maintenance of tightening spindles without expensive downtimes: the new Spindle First service concept allows you to combine sustained process
reliability with the highest levels of availability. We will take care of the maintenance of
your spindles and, on request, can take over the replacement on-site. Your benefits:
maximum system availability and reliably tightening quality.

Regular maintenance and machine capability test

mediately and documented. We can find a solution fitting

Safety-related screw fittings have specific requirements.

for you even if you have tightening spindles with special

As certificated service partner we recommend a machine

components in the application.

capability test every year or every one million cycles and a
biannual spindle maintenance. The tightening spindle must

Minimum time and effort

be removed and dismantled for this purpose, but Rexroth

We will inform you early on about useful maintenance

offers you a unique service concept, enabling you to meet

measures and take care of all logistics. We will overhaul

these specifications with short downtimes and minimum

your old tightening spindle in our certified workshops.

time and effort.
Replacement without downtime
Simply make use of the ring exchange from our new service
range Spindle First. If a spindle is due to be examined, we
will send you an identical and maintained tightening spindle with a 12-months guarantee. You then replace the old
spindle with the one provided. In most cases, you will incur

Your benefits
ff Maximum availability
ff Reduced downtimes
ff Reliable, recordable tightening processes
ff Minimum time and effort

no downtime, as short breaks in production are sufficient
for replacement. On request, we can handle the replacement on-site. Afterwards, production can begin again imHotline 24/7
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